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Virtual National Damage Prevention Day 2020
The first day of the second National Lockdown in England was also a first for the LSBUD Damage Prevention
Day!
Over 100 Delegates registered for this year’s National Damage Prevention Day, made possible by LSBUD
providing a market leading ‘virtual’ conference.
Organisations represented at the event include UK Power Networks, SGN, Cadent, Kier, Streetworks UK,
Portsmouth Water, Rhino, BPA, Sabic and many more in the utility and contracting world.
The key objective of the day was to encourage collaboration and the sharing of best practice between
delegates by engaging them in in interesting conversations after some very informative speaker presentations.
With speakers from across the world, the day was a great success so we are pleased to share the findings
from the day.
The event was recorded so please click here for a link to all of the presentations from the day.

Event Attendees
The range of delegates this year was really encouraging. It resulted in some engaging and meaningful
discussions at the breakout sessions, as can be seen in the feedback section.
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Interestingly, despite the variety of backgrounds, 4 in 5 delegates believed any person digging a hole
should be provided the data to help them work safely- something that LSBUD takes pride in delivering
every day.

‘The LSBUD Damage Prevention Day was a very well organised
event. In these different times bringing together so many people
with a range of backgrounds made for an interesting and
thought-provoking day.’ Phil Taylor, British Pipeline Agency

Round Table Feedback
We have analysed the feedback from our session facilitators and are pleased to share the top themes
from each session below. We are really pleased with the level of engagement from our delegates which
will support our future events.
SESSION 1: WHY WE HIT THING, THE BARRIERS TO CHANGE AND OVERCOMING THEM
Complacency due to the sheer volumes of works taking place every day is a critical factor. As an industry we only ever seem to
focus on strikes, ignoring the many more near misses that happen every day.
All parties need to ensure that strike avoidance is always a key focus. Continual reminders needed as effects of
presentations are often short lived.
Need to treat near misses more like strikes (across the supply chain) to help all parties learn more quickly.
Time and pace of work is a massive issue, especially as contractors are driven by “work done” metrics. Short-sighted
procurement that drives for the lowest cost can end up in strikes as corners are cut.
Must challenge this wherever possible.
Focus on safety outcomes not just cost.
Human error is biggest cause where operatives are blamed for poor company culture.
Need supportive organisational culture for in house teams and contractors.
Praise good performance with positive communication.
Ensure balance for any negative repercussion for reporting strikes.
Need a mixture of control (e.g. logging data on locators) and explaining/understanding of risks involved.
Poor communication
Effective communication to contractors and sub-contractors (as well as all in-house teams) is critical as these groups
often ‘forgotten’.
Sharing good and bad practices.
Poor project planning
Invest in proper procedures as part of QMS

including fully reviewing data proactively before works as if you’d had a strike event.
Ensuring that all parties get the information they need before works start is a mutual responsibility between user and
asset owner.
Competency – not just training - assessments needed every 12 months and need to make contract requirement.
Large variety of people who hit assets – extremely difficult to engage fully with all, all the time. E.g. lockdown has seen a high
increase in infringements in domestic properties.
Need to raise awareness of LSBUD and similar resources such as USAG within those audiences.
Need to properly understand damage data and root cause analysis.
There are some very congested areas and it can cost a lot to locate assets properly and excavate around them- what is good
performance?
Zero strikes is the only target.
Inaccurate plan information (including assets such as private sewers which have no data) exists and can cause a higher risk of
strikes.
Asset owner should support and take responsibility, perhaps assisting them on site.

SESSION 2: FEEDING BACK ASSET DAY TO HELP INDUSTRY

Direct feedback from site to improve asset owners’ data is a concept supported by all.
Own teams and contractors should be a given, being part of their contractual requirements.
Disconnected third parties are more challenging but very useful.
Feedback is more useful if complete and accurate but can be useful even if just a “Care required” here.
Need to encourage positive and negative feedback as part of the process.
The biggest barrier, as commented by all groups, is that time and cost contractual pressures act against it.
Time should be allowed within project teams to feed back the data.
It must also be very clear how an asset owner expects feedback and what they will do with the data? How will they
follow up with the User?
The user should be updated as any changes are made.
Needs to be more than ‘thank you’- user needs to be recognised/rewarded when data is fed back (based on
clear objectives).
Difficulty knowing who to send the information to
It must be clear who the potential asset owner is
They must be somewhere to store “unclaimed” assets such as abandoned/redundant assets.
Mindsets need to be changed, making it clear that it could help teams working in future.
Those not incentivised to feedback data
Asset owners not open to taking feedback on board.

‘It was great to see the industry getting together to share
knowledge and insights to increase safety and reduce damages
for those carrying out works near utility cables and pipes’

‘I was particularly impressed to see the work and investment that
is being developed by both utility owners and service providers
such as LSBUD to improve the quality of asset location
geospatial information that is provided to excavators before they
dig’ Phil Cornforth, Utility Strike Avoidance Group (USAG)

SESSION 3: UNDERSTANDING STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT TO PREVENT DAMAGE

Key stakeholders are wide ranging, including asset owners, contractors, local authorities, highways authorities,
fencing contractors, the public, landowners, developers, industry groups (e.g. USAG), and regulators.
From a “top down” approach, we must get engagement and proactive support from Government bodies and MPs
regarding safe working before we have a disaster (as seen in other countries). N.B. This is critical in light of the
infrastructure growth plans over the next decade.
Govt agencies (e.g. HSE) must be more proactive, encouraging all to search before you dig.
Local authorities (e.g. planning teams) should support the message across their stakeholder groups
particularly through the planning application process, from small domestic works to major projects.
Regulators should recognise and reward those doing the right thing.
Such lobbying needs a collaborative message to get buy-in and traction, with case studies and supporting
collateral.
From a user engagement perspective
There are a huge variety of tools to engage
A. Eg. Recent UKPN ENA driveway video, safety conferences, vehicle stickers etc.
B. Mass market approaches important and impressive but expensive.
C. Getting to homeowners is difficult, particularly as DIY shops not currently supportive of the safe digging
message so we must remain creative.
Communication at all levels very important and must be varied dependent on who you are talking to.
D. Positive engagement with landowners (as grantors) helps avoid conflict. A landowner/occupier database
provides a known audience to get directly to the people most likely to cause damage.
We need to focus on all levels within an organisation to get the necessary buy-in.
Events such as conferences and industry events help engage white collar workers rather than excavators.
We must increase the efforts to get to those on the ground
E. whether within a large organisation
F. or an individual.
Asset owners must be fully engaged, for all comms from plan requests to damage investigations.
Understanding the value of user engagement must not be undervalued.
Basing proactive solutions on causes of damages is critical.
Legislation to do the right thing is often unknown and/or uncertain.
‘Beefing up’ of legislation or indeed making it clearer to all potential excavators, perhaps in connection with
utility safety regulations.

‘The National Damage Prevention Day 2020 has been a fantastic
event and opportunity to gather with other utility networks to
share ideas in increasing safe digging’ Ludivine Zanga, UK Power
Networks

‘Despite being at the early stages of our relationship with LSBUD we
delighted to be invited to be involved with this year’s Damage
Prevention Day. It was a fantastic event and heartening to see a
range of Utility Networks and other stakeholders coming together to
support and encourage safe digging.’ John Pickford, Portsmouth
Water

What next?
We will circulate these notes and findings to delegates and key stakeholders: Streetworks UK, HAUC UK,
LSBUD Members and Users, HSE, Linewatch, Regulators, UKOPA, USAG and, where possible, encourage
the further sharing of best practice however possible. Please see below for further details and
resources:

Delegates:
Share this summary with contacts – it is critical that this message is spread far and
wide within the industry
Feel free to suggest contacts from industry organisations that may be interested
Keep in touch with USAG and LSBUD re Damage Prevention reporting and best practice
Finally, provide utility strike data to USAG in the format requested.

Further Information:
We have some supplementary information from the Damage Prevention Day for your information. We
have included links to our exhibitors and further details from Scott Landes of Rhino Marking &
Protection Systems.

811 Video Link: https://vimeo.com/446692219
Locator Safety & Awareness Week (free tools and ideas) www.LocatorSafety.com
The Global Excavation Safety Conference VIRTUAL event www.globalescvirtual.com
The dp-PRO Magazine (free digital subscriptions) www.dp-pro.com
The Excavation Safety Guide (click on the magazine cover for the digital edition)
www.ExcavationSafetyGuide.com
The Excavation Safety Alliance membership site www.ExcavationSafetyAlliance.com
Damage Prevention Week www.DamagePreventionWeek.com
Rhino Marking products www.RhinoMarkers.com

DAMAGE PREVENTION DAY EXHIBITORS
Emapsite

https://www.emapsite.com/

Fisher German – GIS

https://www.fishergerman.co.uk/services/gis-mapping

Linewatch

https://www.linewatch.org.uk/

Overpipe UK

https://overpipeuk.com/

Radiodetection

https://www.radiodetection.com/en-gb

Geolantis

https://www.geolantis.com/

USAG

https://www.utilitystrikeavoidancegroup.org/

Coming up…..
LSBUD thought leadership briefings
We feel that the discussions had at the Damage Prevention Day this year should not be lost and as a
result we would like to host some sessions to encourage the continuation of these discussions in the
coming months.

Initial thoughts include:






Communication and Culture – What the best performing companies do from an asset owner and
contractor perspective
Industry Engagement
Minimising the risk from a contractor’s perspective
Locating on site
Improving asset data

……keep an eye on our social media channels for more information.

On behalf of the LSBUD Team, thank you to all those that attended and engaged
throughout the day and contributed to such a successful event.
We hope to see to you all at next year’s event, with even more of your colleagues and
hopefully, in person! Thoughts for the event, as well as good news stories and presentation
suggestions, are very much welcomed.
Thank you also to our speakers, chair and exhibitors, without which the event could not
have taken place.

Appendices
Speaker Questions: Answered

To UKPN
Q. Great looking feedback tool UKPN, can a contractor feedback GIS shapefiles gathered
during a utility locate using precision locator with GNSS capability for you to update your
plans
A. That is a great question. Yes, we can receive shape files from the customers. However,
decision on changing our records falls with our GIS office and their professional
judgement.
G. Thank you Borsu / Ludivine - Are you doing any prioritization of the 3,000 inquiries a day
based on any factors?
A. We are just starting to see the queries in back-end system. We will be able to filter, sort and
priorities the queries based on feedback score, attachment, or other customer data.
Q. The feedback that is submitted regarding the inaccuracies of your records - how do you
verify this data since excavations are often backfilled very quickly
A. Excellent question. We are asking the customers to tell us how they survey or observed the
inaccuracies. We think, we should take all the feedback seriously. however priority should
be given to the professional surveys or picture evidence. We are also asking customers if
we could contact them for follow-up.

To Portsmouth Water
Q. From a water perspective, what does a major damage to an asset mean to your
business?
A. Primarily - Interruption to supply with unplanned outage for customers, who will likely have
pressure and discolouration issues once supply is returned. Interruptions to supply is an
Ofwat ODI (Outcome Delivery Incentive), so failure to achieve pre-agreed standards of
service will have a reputation and / or financial impact on the business. PW already has a
very low (Interruptions to supply for customers averaged 3 minutes last year) and a major
event affecting a large number of customers materially impacts that. There is also the
associated costs, effort and management distraction that we really want to avoid!

Q. John, thanks for a fantastic presentation. Does the team at Portsmouth Water have
information on who is usually responsible for damaging assets (contractors/other
utilities/domestic customers etc.)?
H. Unfortunately the majority of asset damage is the responsibility of contractors working for
utilities within out patch. We are still at the early stages of working with LSBUD (the service
went live in April) but based on the huge increase in asset data searches in our area of
supply, we’re optimistic of an improvement in this area.

www.lsbud.co.uk

